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DEEPClean is a unique water soluble timber friendly heavy duty concentrated cleaner 

specifically formulated to restore, enhance, and brighten old or discoloured timber. 

Typical uses: DEEPClean CLEANS 

 Old and discoloured timber 

 Decks 

 Outdoor furniture 

(Note: SARAClean is the better cleaner for cleaning softwoods such as cedar weatherboards and 

for killing mould) 

 DEEPClean REMOVES most 

 Stubborn stains 

 Water-marks 

 Sap and resin stains  

 Deep fungal stains 

 Oil, grease, carbon stains  

 

DEEPClean helps RESTORE 

 Natural timber colour.  

                (DEEPClean will not remove paint, stains or coatings – use Naked Stripper for this) 

 

Directions for use: Dilute DEEPClean 50/50 with clean water.  

If timber is badly stained, it can be used undiluted. If using undiluted, saturate the surface with 

water first, then apply DEEPClean Concentrate liberally to the wet timber surface. (NB: DEEPClean 

can also be applied directly to a dry surface, but goes further if the surface is wet) 

One litre of undiluted DEEPClean will clean about 8 square metres, if diluted 50/50, the 

coverage is about 16 square metres. 

Make sure surrounding surfaces are wetted or protected before applying DEEPClean, as 

DEEPClean may affect some surfaces. 

 Spray or brush DEEPClean onto the timber surface 

 Leave on the surface for 2 to 24 hours depending on the degree of 

staining. On Plywood – do not leave longer than 2 hours 

 For best results leave DEEPClean on overnight – or several days if 

necessary. 

 If in doubt - test a small area first to establish the timing and effectiveness. 

 Where possible wash off DEEPClean with a pressure water wash at no 

higher than 600 p.s.i. taking care not to damage the surface. Hold the 

nozzle at an even distance from the timber and feather up at the end of 



  
 

the strokes to prevent “stop” marks. For situations where strong water 

washing is not practical, wash off with clean water and a stiff bristled brush.  

 Wash the surface until foaming stops.  

Note: DEEPClean will penetrate into the timber and will “rise” to the surface 

during the washing process. The timber surface will “foam” during washing 

which indicates that DEEPClean is still inside the timber therefore it is important 

to keep washing until the foaming stops. 

 Make sure surrounding surfaces are thoroughly washed down to remove 

any traces of DEEPClean. 

Safety Information  

Read label before use. Keep out of reach of children.  

Wear suitable clothing/overalls, synthetic rubber/ PVC gloves and eye protection when 

diluting concentrate and when spraying or handling freshly treated timber.  

Warning – Harmful if swallowed. Harmful in contact with skin. Avoid direct contact of product 

with skin and eyes.  

First Aid: If medical advice is needed, have product container or label at hand. 

If swallowed: Do not induce vomiting. Rinse mouth. Call a POISON Centre or doctor if you feel 

unwell. Treat as a mild acid. 

If on skin: Wash with plenty of soap and water. Wash hands and exposed skin before meals 

and after work with soap and water. Do not eat, drink or smoke when using product or 

handling treated timber. Wash contaminated clothing before reuse.  

If in eyes: rinse cautiously with plenty of water for several minutes. Remove contact lenses if 

present and easy to do. Continue rinsing. If eye irritation persists, get medical 

attention/advice. 

In case of fire: Use dry sand, dry chemical or alcohol-resistant foam to extinguish. Fires in 

enclosed spaces should be dealt with by trained personnel wearing approved breathing  

apparatus. 

Environmental: Toxic to fish. Avoid release to the environment. Contain and recover spilled 

material Keep away from food, drink and animal foodstuffs.  

Storage: DEEPClean is mildly acidic. Care must be taken to ensure product is used only in 

either plastic or stainless steel containers. 

Disposal: Dispose of via an authorised person/licensed waste contractor in accordance with 

local regulations. Dispose of product and container responsibly. Do not dispose of near 

waterways, down drains or into soil. Avoid contamination of any water supply with the 

chemical or empty container. 

Transport: DEEPClean is not DG for transport. 

 

Conditions Of Supply: All goods supplied by Churton Pacific Ltd., are produced under rigidly 

controlled procedures which assure the purchaser that at the time of sale, products are physically 

suitable for use in the manner stated. However, as we cannot exercise control over the mixing and 

use of products, and the weather conditions, no responsibility will be accepted for any damage or 

injury, which may arise from careless storage, handling, application or use. While CD50 products 

have proven to be highly successful for many years and in many countries, and are manufactured 

to the highest standards, Churton is unable to offer any specific performance warranties for the 

CD50 products because of the wide variation in applications possible. These variables include but 

are not limited to; the age and porosity of the timber, species, situation, design and structure, 



  
 
aspect, differing exposure to the weather and adequacy of preparation. If you have any 

reservations about using CD50 we recommend testing prior to use in sensitive applications. Please 

contact your closest retailer or contact Churton for a free test sample to enable you to determine 

the suitability of our products for your application. 

Information:  Specific information relating to the application and handling of this product may be 

obtained solely from Churton Pacific Limited, 17C Vega Place, Mairangi Bay Industrial Estate, 

AUCKLAND. Phone/Fax (09) 478-4370, 0800 107 555. 

SDS sheets are available from Churton Pacific Ltd or www.cd50.com 

Emergency numbers: 021 989229, 021 2714026 

 

http://www.cd50.com/

